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In order to determine the impact of library
engagement on student success, academic
libraries use technology to tie library use to the
user. Some may argue that this means suspending long-standing tenants of library values
to protect user privacy at all costs. However,
we do have the means to protect user privacy
while also learning more about how our users
interact with our resources. This session will
discuss modern user authentication tools, their
differences, and will cover the control we need
to maintain for our user privacy with our vendors. We will discuss how we need constant
evaluation of our shifting baseline so that we
may preserve our core values in a time when
privacy is no longer expected.

eBUG 2018
is co-sponsored by
Ex Libris and ELUNA.
Directions:
Knicely Conference Center
WKU South Campus
2355 Nashville Road
Bowling Green, KY 42101
https://www.wku.edu/knicelycenter/location.php
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eBUG serves as a forum for
sharing information and expertise
in the use of Ex Libris and
ProQuest library technologies at
Kentucky, Tennessee, and West
Virginia libraries.
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Program
8:00 am - 9:00 am

— Registration

9:00 am - 9:15 am

— Welcome/ Business Meeting

9:15 am - 10:00 am — Ex Libris Representative:
Grant Johnson

10:00 am - 10:30 am — ELUNA Representative:
Dale Poulter

10:30 am - 10:45 am — Break
10:45 am - 12:00 pm — Keynote: Ashley Ireland,
Murray State University

scoped?
What Users
are role
and user
Ex Libris Bluegrass
Groupassignment
Newsletter, Vol.rules
2018 [2018],
Art. 1
registration rules and user record types anyway

and providing improvements in acquisitions

and do you really care? This session aims to

but we have made steady progress towards our

share some tips for troubleshooting user-record

goals.

problems and have audience discussion at the

While Camden-Carroll Library, at Morehead

end of the presentation.

State University, has resolved many postimplementation issues in Alma, some issues with

Dissertations in ProQuest:
A Startup Guide
(Room: 163 C)

Laura Bohuski, Special Formats Cataloger
Western Kentucky University

Tari Keller, Systems Librarian
University of Kentucky
Everyone is a patron in Alma. The Internal Users
are your outside borrowers and the External
Users are your Faculty, Staff and Students—
WHAT??? That’s just the start! You can create
profiles with roles that have functions or tasks
assigned by Ex Libris and are scoped by you.

Who needs what role and which roles are
https://digitalcommons.wku.edu/ebug_newsletter/vol2018/iss1/1

with electronic resources that migrated as
physical resources during implementation.

University and WKU’s Department of Library Tech-

Using APIs
(Room: 163 C)

nical Services started a project to load student
dissertations into ProQuest. This presentation will
discuss the steps WKU Libraries took to success-

3:10 pm - 4:00 pm — Closing Session

(Room: 163 B)

will demonstrate how CCL has addressed issues

Grima: Whispering in Alma's Ear

fully use ProQuest as a dissertation repository.

Setting up and Maintaining Users in
Alma: It's Complicated

electronic resources persist. This presentation

In 2015 the Graduate School at Western Kentucky

12:00 pm - 1:00 pm — Lunch
1:10 pm -2:00 pm — Concurrent Sessions A
2:10 pm - 3:00 pm — Concurrent Sessions B

Concurrent Sessions A

reports. There were challenges post migration,

Kathryn Lybarger, Head of Cataloging
and Metadata
University of Kentucky

The steps discussed will include: how to setup a

Alma may seem like just regular web page, but

ProQuest administrative website, what information

there is another way to communicate with it: the

was required to effectively collaborate on this pro-

API! In this talk, attendees will be briefly intro-

ject, and will show how to load dissertations into

duced to APIs (and Alma's API in particular) and

ProQuest. Come and see how easy it can be to

how the presenter has using Alma's API to do

utilize ProQuest in your institution.

various tasks, including: displaying records for
printing, editing sets of records, and creating

Concurrent Sessions B
Panel Discussion: Conquering Common
Challenges in Alma Post-Migration

boundwiths.

Closing Session

(Room: 163 B)

Kate Seago, Director of Acquisitions
University of Kentucky

Jason Griffith, Systems Librarian
Morehead State University
The University of Kentucky Acquisitions migrated
to Alma with the goals of getting a better handle

on electronic resources and monograph workflows

ELUNA 2018: The Condensed Version
(Room: 163 B)

This panel discussion will provide a wrap-up of
the 2018 ELUNA Technical Seminar and
Conference. ELUNA is a great conference, and
we want to share what we learned about how
Ex Libris and ProQuest products are being used!2

